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Abstract Serious games have already found use in several non-leisure contexts in-
cluding simulation, training, health and education. In this study we present a se-
rious game designed for the purpose of enhancing the ability of children between
the ages of 9 – 12 to cope with conflict situations. Inspired by theoretical models
of human conflict and experiential learning, we designed a game through which
players experience and try to resolve conflict situations themselves in a virtual en-
vironment. In our multiplayer game, Village Voices, each child plays the role of a
villager and is asked to complete a number of conflict quests that require social in-
teraction and resource management; the game allows anything from very aggressive
behaviours (stealing resources and spreading negative rumors) to collaborative play
(trading resources). To model conflict intensity in Village Voices and evaluate its
ability to elicit strong emotions and conflict, we ran a game user survey in Portugal
from 32 children. Data collected include demographic information and conflict pro-
file types, as well as in-game behavioral data and self-reported notions of conflict
and affect during play. The analysis presented in this paper shows that there appear
to be strong effects between gender, age, conflict resolution strategy type, cultural
tendency, reported emotions and perception about the other players, and reported
conflict intensity. Indeed, Village Voices serves as an excellent vehicle for teaching
conflict resolution as it is able to elicit bounded conflict situations of varying inten-
sities, and, importantly, enables us to further understand conflict dynamics amongst
students of this age group and beyond.
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1 Introduction

Conflict resolution skills are fundamental to navigating daily social life, but many of
us acquire them only piecemeal and indirectly, over a lifetime of social interactions
with others. In this chapter, we describe our game Village Voices [14], an adaptive
serious game designed to support children in learning about conflict resolution, in
the context of conflict situations that are likely to arise in a school setting. Relying
on experiential learning as an underlying learning philosophy, and based on Bod-
ine and Crawford’s six-phase model of resolving conflict [2], Village Voices puts
players in the role of interdependent villagers who need to work through the various
conflicts that arise in the game world. To gradually earn conflict guru status, players
must successfully complete various personalized quests, which require cooperation
between players.

Our game does not represent the first instance of a game about conflict resolution.
Existing games, for example, have placed players in the role of conflict mediators
seeking to find a win-win solution to conflict and of mentors teaching conflict res-
olution skills [10, 20]. What is novel about our game is that it creates situations for
players to experience conflicts first-hand, and relies on an accurate player model
that drives the adjustment and selection of quests for each player. As such, it pro-
vides a personalized learning experience for its players, providing them with quests
appropriate to their conflict resolution abilities.

In developing this form of personalized experience, it is necessary to capture
how players react to conflict, identify detectors of conflict through the game and,
thereby, understand the dynamics of conflict. An innovation of Village Voices is the
data-driven approach for assessing children’s perception about conflict through a
game. We therefore start this chapter by detailing the path towards designing the
game based on theories about conflict resolution and learning (which are discussed
in Section 2). We then present a game user survey held in Portugal involving 32
students playing Village Voices in a classroom setting. We log behavioral data of
the players and we ask them to report (a) the conflict intensity of the game every
time a conflict situation occurs (e.g., trading, message posting, stealing), (b) the
current affective state, and (c) relationship status of two players involved in the con-
flict situation. In addition to the self-reported and behavioral data which are logged
during the game, we ask students and teachers to fill in questionnaires prior to the
game experience that provide information about their age, cultural background, and
conflict resolution style. The data is analyzed for identifying detectors of conflict
intensity. It shows that gender, age, in-game behaviour, cultural tendency, and con-
flict management style all have a direct impact on perceived conflict in our game.
In addition, the occurrences of detrimental actions in the game are associated with
conflict escalation and positive actions tend to result in conflict deescalation. Fi-
nally, the children’s social relationships with the other players and their emotional
status within the game are key indicators of their perception about conflict.
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2 Related Work

This section covers the central aspects of the presented study and reviews related
work on serious games for conflict which involves framing conflict and learning
about conflict resolution. The section ends with an outline on computational models
of conflict.

2.1 Serious Games for Conflict

Serious games, games that feature non-entertainment objectives alongside entertain-
ment ones [32], are increasingly being recognised as effective and powerful tools for
facilitating learning and encouraging behaviour change. In the case of conflict res-
olution in particular, games are a promising vehicle for learning. At a basic level,
games provide us with the ability to create bounded worlds and realities [12]. Con-
flict falls within the class of events that is not necessarily safe or consequence-
free if enacted in non-simulated environments, thus the partly bounded nature of
game worlds is a useful affordance for exploring, experiencing, and practicing con-
flict behaviours and resolution approaches. In addition, our focus is on the practice
and internalisation of skills that are highly relevant to real world behaviour, and
we note that the literature on games and role-play indicates that learning achieved
within gaming contexts can be transferred to real world knowledge and behaviours
[19, 21, 24]. Finally, games are a ubiquitous media form of our time, and are played
widely within the target population we are hoping to reach with our work, namely,
young people between the ages of 9 – 12. As such, games are highly promising as
an intervention mechanism.

There are a number of existing serious games that deal with topics related to
conflict. The Global Conflicts series developed by Serious Games Interactive con-
cern games set in different locations around the world dealing with major conflicts
for the purpose of challenging players’ beliefs and ideas about conflict. In Global
Conflicts: Palestine, for example, the player takes on the role of a journalist who is
collecting information for a newspaper article, and must balance trust building with
information collection [22]. FearNOT! is another example of a serious game about
conflict, but specifically focuses on bullying. In this game, the player is an invisi-
ble friend of a virtual character who is a victim of bullying, and the player’s task
is to interact with the friend and advise him on how to cope with bullying-related
problems [1]. Choices and Voices is a role-playing game in which players can ex-
periment with peer pressure management and resistance strategies, decision making
in moral dilemmas, and critical assessment of advice [20]. The interactive scenar-
ios are integrated into a narrative, where players must make a range of decisions
and consider different points of view. Quandary is a digital card-based game that
presents ethical issues and conflicts involving non-player characters for the player
to reason through from a mediator perspective, requiring critical thinking, perspec-
tive taking, and decision making [10].
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Several design and research opportunities becomes apparent on examination of
these games. Firstly, they are all single-player games, thus not requiring players to
deal with other people in exploring and resolving conflicts. A multiplayer game, in
theory, can lead to richer, meaningful, emotionally-charged, and memorable game
experiences and social learning, especially if the players are familiar with one an-
other [9]. Secondly, many of them put players in an advisory or mediator role. On
the one hand, this relieves players of encountering the effects of conflict directly,
and invites them to approach decision-making in a more objective manner. On the
other hand, it does not place players in situations in which they genuinely experi-
ence conflict. Formulating and enacting conflict resolution behaviours when there
are personal stakes involved is considerably more difficult than simply being knowl-
edgeable of possible response behaviours. Finally, these games present conflicts that
have been pre-established and set during the game design phase. There is no adapta-
tion to a particular player’s sense of conflict: what one player perceives as a situation
of high conflict may not be perceived as such by a different player.

2.2 Framing conflict

Our work concerns expressing conflicts through game experiences. As there is a
wide variety of literature available about conflict, and assorted perspectives on how
to manage it, we have looked to perspectives that can be relatively easily interpreted
for game design structures. In keeping with Thomas’s views, we understand conflict
as a process that is initiated when two or more parties involved in an interaction
perceive that one member shows or feels strong opposition to the interaction [28].
Notably, such an opposition can arise in relation to parties having different goals.
For example, Deutsch states that “a conflict of interests occurs when the actions
of one person attempting to reach his or her goals prevent, block, or interfere with
the actions of another person attempting to reach his or her goals” [8]. Processes,
characters, opposition, and goals all form a natural fit with game design.

Other broadly accepted characteristics of conflict have also assisted us in con-
ceptualising and representing conflict from a game design context. At base, conflict
is a social interaction between opposing sides with a specific temporal duration.
Laursen and Hafen explain the typical components of conflict with language we
normally associate with narrative texts: “There is a protagonist and an antagonist
(conflict participants), a theme (conflict topic), a complication (initial opposition),
rising action (conflict behaviours), climax or crisis (conflict resolution), and denoue-
ment (conflict outcome)” [16]. Such a conceptualisation of conflict readily maps to
building blocks of game design, namely, characters, overall game objectives, obsta-
cles that complicate achieving the objectives, game actions that supply players with
means to achieve the objectives, and game outcomes.

The conflict literature reports how conflict can lead to both detrimental and ben-
eficial consequences [8, 16, 13]. While detrimental consequences can include stress
and other health problems, as well as emotional and behavioral difficulties, some
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beneficial consequences can include enhanced autonomy and individualisation, and
improved social, cognitive, and negotiation abilities [16]. It is these beneficial con-
sequences that we set out to foster within the relatively controlled environment of a
serious game played in a classroom context, in concert with post-play reflection.

Thomas suggests a taxonomy for conflict-handling modes specified in terms of
two underlying dimensions: cooperativeness and assertiveness [28]. The former de-
scribes attempts to satisfy the concerns of others, while the latter describes attempts
to satisfy one’s own concerns. These dimensions can be combined to describe five
modes of behaviour, which in the rest of this chapter we refer to as TKI style: compe-
tition, collaboration, compromise, avoidance and accommodation. The competition
mode is used when one party places their interests before those of another party, and
thus adhere to their own solution in solving the conflict. The collaboration mode is
used when solutions that are optimal for both parties are adopted. The compromise
mode is used when solutions that are acceptable for both parties are adopted. The
avoidance mode is used when a party displays passive behaviour and shows no inter-
est in conflict resolution. The accommodation mode is used when one party allows
the other to control the situation. Thomas’s typology suggests that in managing in-
terpersonal conflicts, we need to consider our own goals and needs in relation to
those of other parties involved, as well as how we wish to act towards other par-
ties. We note that these conflict-handling modes also relate to conflict process and
conflict outcomes.

A final point we raise with regards to our framing of conflict concerns whether
conflict should be understood solely as situations in which all parties involved recog-
nise the presence of a conflict (mutual conflicts) or whether it should also include
situations in which only one party registers the presence of conflict (unilateral con-
flicts). Many authors define conflict in terms of an initial aggressive move from a
first party, followed by an aggressive counter-move from a second party [23]. For
the applied goal of developing a broadly effective intervention tool, we believe that
it is also necessary to consider situations in which the aggression of both moves is
not recognised by one or both parties. This can include, for example, situations in
which the first party intends a move as playful but the second party interprets the
move as hostile.

2.3 Learning about conflict resolution

Understanding the theoretical qualities of conflict can only go so far in terms of
informing approaches on how to manage conflict resolution, or how to teach conflict
management. Bodine and Crawford note that the way conflict resolution is typically
approached in schools includes third party settlement of disputes, reactive responses
after conflict has reached a critical point, and breaking of school rules as key focal
points [2]. Additionally, our own informal studies reveal that many schools have
no specific conflict education, and teachers have no guidance on how to approach
conflict resolution in the classroom.
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Bodine and Crawford identify the following six abilities as being critical in the
constructive management of conflict. They are: Orientation abilities: holding ap-
propriate values, beliefs, and attitudes (e.g. respect for others’ opinions; the desire
to resolve conflicts in a way that benefits both sides), Perception abilities: Under-
standing both parties’ points of view on a particular conflict situation, Emotion abil-
ities: Managing negative feelings such as anger, frustration, and fear, Communica-
tion abilities: Listening and speaking to other parties in such a way as to enable the
effective exchange of facts and feelings, Creative-thinking abilities: Brainstorming
a variety of options for resolving the conflict, and Critical-thinking abilities: Choos-
ing effective, objective criteria for judging between options.

To facilitate young people in dealing with their conflicts more proactively and
effectively, and based on the six aforementioned abilities, Bodine and Crawford
have developed a six-phase problem-solving process. These are: Setting the stage:
Assuring students that they will be listened to and not judged, and that all the par-
ties are equally valued, Gathering perspectives: Collecting as many points of view
as possible, Identifying interests: Using communication abilities to determine the
underlying sources of conflict, and to focus on people’s interests rather than posi-
tions, Creating options: Using creative-thinking abilities to come up with imagina-
tive, mutual gain solutions to conflict-related problems, Evaluating options: Using
critical-thinking abilities to apply objective criteria for determining the suitability
of a conflict resolution option, and finally, Generating agreement: Coordinating in-
tegrated deployment between the two opposing parties, across all of the foundation
abilities.

Importantly, Bodine and Crawford’s process [2] puts young people in the posi-
tion of resolving their own conflicts. To enable young people to build up the skills
necessary to resolve conflicts, we therefore opted to design a multiplayer game for
the classroom that would create conflict situations for players to experience from a
first-person perspective. Such a game would provide a bounded, supervised oppor-
tunity for players to experiment with conflict behaviours and their consequences.

2.4 Computational Models of Conflict

While the literature extensively discusses variant theoretical models of conflict
(some of which are mentioned earlier), it is rather sparse with regards to compu-
tational models of conflict. In our previous work [5] we proposed a computational
model of conflict for serious games as a generic adaptive framework. The frame-
work consists of five processes: conflict creation, conflict detection, player model-
ing, conflict management, and conflict resolution. Campos et al. [4] present a conflict
process that focuses on conflict emergence and escalation from an emotional agent.
The model accounts for an agent’s decision-making process when latent conflicts
(caused by interference of incompatible goals) exist. The model was implemented
in the FAtiMA emotional agent architecture [3], which in turn was used as an archi-
tecture for Non-Player Characters (NPCs) appearing in the serious game My Dream
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Theatre. In My Dream Theatre, the player is given the task of directing a play,
which involves allocating roles to different game NPCs. Each NPC may respond
to a conflict-triggering event differently, depending on its TKI style [28].

A number of attempts have been made to model the types of conflicts found in
narrative. Swanson and Jhala [26] present a computational model of interpersonal
and group conflict. Their model proposes cause, diagnosis, intervention, expecta-
tion, and relationship as contextual factors that may influence the dynamics of an
ongoing conflict. Via Amazon’s Mechanical Turk, Swanson and Jhala also collected
a corpus of narratives recounting real conflict experiences, for the purpose of learn-
ing about the relationships and interactions between the contexts and conflict dy-
namics from the data [25]. From the initial analysis of the corpus, they identified six
core dimensions which can categorise the parties in a dispute: active, aggressive,
interest, yielder, solver, and involvement.

Ware et al. [31] present an AI-plan based computational model of narrative that
operationalizes conflict. In their Conflict Partial order Causal Link (CPOCL) model,
a conflict can be understood as a series of steps that threaten or obstruct part of
another plan, i.e. negate causal links that have been established for another plan.
CPOCL is based on the perspective that “conflict occurs when a character forms a
plan that is thwarted by another event in the story, or would have been thwarted if the
event had succeeded”. Ware et al. further define seven dimensions that characterize
conflict: participants, reason, duration, balance, directness, stakes, and resolution.
The first three dimensions (i.e. participants, reason, and duration) are used to detect
if conflict exists, while the remaining dimensions are used to generate stories that
embed different kinds of conflicts. Their experimental studies validated the notion
that the participants, reason, and duration metrics could detect conflict as well as
the average human subject. The balance, directness, and resolution metrics were
also found to be in agreement with what human subjects judged. On the other hand,
there was disagreement between CPOCL and subjects on evaluating the degree of
stake. The nature of conflict in [31] differs from our work in that their understanding
of conflict concerns a narrative phenomenon which can potentially involve multiple
participants and a structured story, while the conflict dealt with in this particular
study refers to emotion experienced by an individual participant.

While the aforementioned studies take a theoretical stance on conflict modeling
or approach conflict indirectly, in this paper we introduce a data-driven approach to
conflict model construction which allows subjects to experience conflict and report
it. For that purpose we collected data from children playing the Village Voices game,
asking them to fill-in demographics and conflict style questionnaires and recording
their behavioral patterns in the game. We further asked them to report the conflict
intensity of each game quest during play. We then used linear mappings to approxi-
mate the underlying function between in-game behaviour, user profile (e.g. conflict
style) and conflict intensity.
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Fig. 1 A screen shot from Village Voices where the player of the Blacksmith role is given the quest
to gather three metals.

3 Game Design

Village Voices is a four-player open world game that takes place in a fictional village
set in pre-industrialisation times. It is designed to be played in a classroom setting
by players who know one another, under teacher supervision. On the surface, the
game is about survival and prosperity in the village. On closer inspection, however,
the game is about friendship and reputation management in the village, and mastery
of conflict resolution.

Each game world contains four player-controlled character roles: the blacksmith,
the innkeeper, the alchemist, and the carpenter (see Figure 1). When the game be-
gins, each player is assigned a particular character to play. This character role is
retained for the entire duration of the player’s experience with Village Voices. As
part of daily life in the village, players are required to undertake various actions re-
lated to maintenance of their characters’ livelihoods, and to complete quests related
to their responsibilities within the village. For example, the alchemist must tend to
his crop of magic mushrooms, keep an eye on his own health, and may be in the
process of collecting and processing items to build a wall to keep wolves out of the
village. At the same time, all of the characters are interdependent, thus situations
inevitably arise that trigger conflicts or exacerbate existing ones. For example, in
order to complete the barrier wall, the alchemist may need to obtain an item from
the innkeeper, who he is not on good terms with due to a previous theft incident
involving the innkeeper helping herself to the alchemist’s mushrooms. While play-
ers may initially be faced with simple quests involving no trades or only one trade
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Fig. 2 The trading interface in Village Voices

with other characters (trading interface shown in Figure 2), more difficult quests
involve trades with all three of the other characters (see Table 1). Given that play-
ers have the ability to perform actions that can lead to conflict – including theft,
property damage, spreading rumours, and not sharing collective resources such as
food, completing multi-player quests rapidly becomes a difficult proposition in the
absence of negotiation.

Many digital learning games adopt an explicitly didactic approach to convey-
ing domain knowledge. But how one resolves conflict in a constructive manner is
contextually-defined; it makes little sense to teach “correct responses”. In addition,
an individual’s life experiences will play into their interpretations of acceptable or
desirable modes of conduct. What becomes important, then, is to explore possible
responses and what they may entail in specific situations and social contexts, and
to make sense of them on one’s own terms. As such, in terms of pedagogical ap-
proaches, Village Voices draws from social constructivism and experiential learning
theory [15]. Instead of explicitly instructing players how to resolve particular con-
flicts, the game creates situations in which players are pushed into conflicts with
one another. Players therefore experience conflict from a first-person perspective,
and must use the affordances of the game to enact conflict management strategies.

Crucial for learning experiences of this kind is access to learning facilitation.
While any individual play session is designed to last around 15 minutes in itself, it
is followed by a 10 – 15 minute reflective debrief featuring the other players and
a learning instructor, thus a complete game experience takes around 30 minutes.
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During the debrief, players are able to address the issues raised during the play ses-
sion, relate game experiences back to life experiences, reason through and advise
one another on alternative resolution strategies, and collectively negotiate rules to
guide future play sessions. Game sessions are intended to take place once or twice a
week, over a time period spanning approximately six weeks. It is important that the
game is played over a number of weeks, as opposed to in a block of back-to-back
sessions, as this gives players the opportunity to reflect on how their play behaviours
evolve over time. Furthermore, it enables players to identify parallels between con-
flict episodes experienced in daily life, and the problem solving strategies employed
in-game.

In terms of underlying conflict resolution philosophy, Village Voices draws on
Bodine and Crawford’s previously discussed six-phase model of resolving con-
flict [2]. It creates situations in which players develop their perceptual skills, that
is, they learn to see an issue from different perspectives, as the game triggers con-
flicts of different types and intensities based on player relationships and conflict
experiences within the game, and requires players to present conflict solutions for
one another. The game encourages awareness of emotional skills, namely, recognis-
ing the distortion role that strong emotions play during conflict, as it requires players
to regularly update their feelings towards other characters. The game makes player
develop their communication skills, by requiring them to express their perspectives,
feelings, and strategies for conflict to other players and also to the learning facili-
tator. The game invites practice of creative-thinking skills, as there are no “correct”
ways to resolve specific conflicts triggered within the game world, and players must
piece together their own potential conflict resolution strategies given the resources
and networks they have within the game. Finally, the game invites players to hone
their critical thinking skills, in judging between options. Conflicts are only deemed
constructively resolved once both parties feel sufficiently at ease with the conflict
outcome, thus an appropriate conflict resolution approach is very much contingent
on context, requiring application of critical thinking.

As Village Voices is premised around creating conflict situations, it is therefore
centrally important that individual players indeed perceive game situations as actual
conflicts, as without this they would lack meaningful grounds to draw on during the
debrief phase. But perception of conflict can vary radically from one individual to
another. Part of the design challenge therefore became to ensure that each player
experienced conflict, in spite of their different conflict perception thresholds. The
literature on conflict proposes that it typically takes the form illustrated in Figure 3.

Village Voices attempts to create this experience curve for each individual player,
by selecting quests that appropriately escalate or de-escalate the conflict they are
currently experiencing. An example of quests that are given sequentially to the char-
acter innkeeper is shown in Table 1. The quests were designed so that a player’s
perception of conflict rises as the quests advance. We hypothesized that the degree
of intensity of conflict that players feel escalates as the number of trading part-
ners increases, and the number of resources required grows. As such, in Quest 1,
the simplest quest, the player is asked to collect her own resources only. In Quest
2, the player is required to obtain items from one other player, while in Quest 4
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Fig. 3 A conflict cycle proposed by Swanstrom and Weissmann (reproduced from [27]).

the player must obtain items from all three of the other players. Put differently, we
expected that players would be more likely to experience greater conflict when pur-
suing Quest 4 than when pursuing Quest 2.

To test our assumptions regarding quest design and in order to model the conflict
escalation and deescalation process, we collect the following three metrics from
players: experienced conflict intensity, emotional state, and current feelings towards
other players following major game events (e.g. completion of quests, trading suc-
cess and failure, stealing, message posting, and spreading rumours).

Although the game can continue indefinitely, the game has a number of badges
that players can collect. These badges both serve the purpose of introducing to play-
ers to the possibilities of the game world, while also articulating play goals for them
to work towards, some of which concern game progress, others of which concern
conflict learning progress. Examples of badges include “Rude surprise”, which is
earned by a player when another player leaves a bad comment about her, “Change
of heart”, which is earned when a player registers a significant change of feelings
about another player, “There’s No ”I” in Team”, which is earned after successfully
completing a trade with three players during a single quest, and “Wise Words to
Live By”, for giving helpful advice to other players during the reflective debrief
conversation.
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Table 1 Quest Structure and Narrative Texts for Inkeeper

Quest
Number

Title Description

Q1 FARMING You are an Innkeeper. And Innkeepers can gather Grain.
Try to gather 3 Grain. Find a cornfield and click on it. The
Grain will then appear in your pack. Gather 3 grain.

Q2 THE SCARECROW Oh no! There are birds all over the cornfields. And they
eat the grain. They MUST be stopped. You should build
a scarecrow to keep them away. Get 3 metal (trade with
Blacksmith). Make 1 food (gather 5 grain and click on the
oven).

Q3 BIGGEST BREAD - EVER The mayor of the village has asked you to make the
BIGGEST bread EVER. This is a big challenge, but if you
get some grain and a magical potion, maybe you will be
able to do it? Gather 4 grain. Get 1 potion (trade with Al-
chemist).

Q4 SPIRITS OF THE CLOUD The spirits of the cloud need to be paid. They keep the
sky clear so the sun can shine and make the grain grow. If
they stop it will turn dark and the grain will stop growing.
Gather this for the spirits: 2 metal (trade with Blacksmith),
2 mushrooms (trade with Alchemist), 5 wood (trade with
Carpenter), and 2 foods.

Q5 THE PRESENT One of your friends has a birthday and you want to make
a very special present. A kite you can sit on while it is fly-
ing! Great magic is needed for this, so get 1 potion (trade
with Alchemist), 1 tool (trade with Blacksmith), 1 furniture
(trade with Carpenter), and 1 food.

4 Experimental Protocol and Data Collection

In order to test the game’s ability to induce the escalation and deescalation of con-
flict, as well as reflective learning of conflict resolution strategies, we conducted
a game user study. The user study also served the purpose of collecting data for
training the computational user models enabling the game’s scenario adaptation.

The study was run at a Portuguese school with 32 (20 male) children between
the ages of 10 – 12 who played 21 game sessions in total. The maximum duration of
each play session was 15 minutes. All sessions consisted of groups of four players
who were classmates. All groups consisted of children of the same gender. Choosing
classmates with prior relations meant that the actions and evaluations in the game
plausibly would be influenced by these relations. However, since this would be the
natural use case for the game in a school setting, we consider this advantageous,
rather than detrimental, to the user study.

Every participant played multiple game sessions (2 – 4). In total, we collected
2126 reports about conflict intensity, emotions, and judgment about the other play-
ers across the 21 game sessions. In order to establish a baseline for assessing the
short term impact of interacting with the game, the students were asked to report
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Table 2 Categories and types of data collected during the game (online) and just before (offline).

Category Data type
OFFLINE Demographic data age, gender, years in Portugal

Cultural tendency individualist index, collectivist index
Aggression tendency victimization index, aggression index
TKI conflict resolution style accommodation, competition, compromise,

collaboration, avoidance
ONLINE In-game actions trading accept and reject

rumor and positive message posting
stealing

Self-reported conflict intensity (11-point Likert scale)
affective state (angry, sad, happy,neutral)
social relationship with others (5-point Likert scale)

their emotions and judgments about the other players at the very start of the session.
These ratings were updated whenever key events occurred in the game environment.
Events included rumoring, message posting, trading, and stealing actions. The con-
flict intensity in the beginning of the game was assumed to be 0 as no in-game
actions have happened yet. Subsequently, the conflict intensity was updated when-
ever any student reported his or her own rating about conflict, on the completion of
a quest, and at the end of the game.

Additional data gathered from the participants included their demographic back-
ground data, a psychological profile, self-reported conflict resolution strategies, and
behavioral data from the game session. The demographic data consisted of informa-
tion about participant age, gender, and whether they had been residents of Portugal
for a minimum of 5 years. This information was collected from the participants’
school teachers.

Profile information consisted of a number of psychometric measures obtained
from the following questionnaires (see Table 2): The Aggression/Victimization
Scale [7, 18], an adapted version of the Thomas-Kilman Conflict Mode Instrument
[29] modified to facilitate comprehension by children, and a questionnaire assessing
individualist/collectivist orientation [30]. The children completed the questionnaires
before interacting with the game (offline).

Children’s self-reports were collected through the in-game interface during game-
play (see online data types in Table 2 and the reporting schemes/interfaces in Fig-
ure 4). The reports include ratings (0 – 10) of experienced levels of conflict, rat-
ings of conflict with other individual players (a variant of a 5–point self-assessment
manikin), as well as indications of the player’s immediate emotion (four affective
states to pick from: angry, sad, neutral, happy). In-game behavioral data was logged
automatically including all core game actions (i.e. trading, spreading rumours, mes-
sage posting, and stealing).

Finally, sessions were video recorded in order to ensure supporting qualitative
material for the subsequent interpretation of the game data, as necessary.

For the user study, the following protocol was followed: Background data was
collected several days before the actual user study, in order to allow the children
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Fig. 4 Three interfaces to collect data on the player’s affective state. The topmost interface re-
quires the player to specify the level of conflict intensity s/he currently feels on a 0-10 Likert scale.
The middle interface requires the player to select one of four available affective states (angry, sad,
neutral, happy) to describe his/her current emotional state. The interface at the bottom asks the
player to report his/her current relationship with a particular player on a 5-point self-assessment
manikin represented by emoticons (i.e. highly positive, somewhat positive, neutral, somewhat neg-
ative, highly negative).
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to focus on the game during the gameplay sessions. The questionnaires were ad-
ministered in the classroom with a regular teacher of the children’s, assisted by an
experimenter.

On the day of the user study, once the children entered the classroom, a com-
mon presentation of the purpose of the study and an introduction to the game was
given in Portuguese. Two experimenters played through a shortened session of the
game, demonstrating the interface and the object of the game, completing quests. All
features of interaction were demonstrated in order to ensure the children knew all
forms of interaction with and through the game. This included demonstrating quest
management, resource collection, trading, and stealing. Children were allowed and
encouraged to ask questions during this demonstration session.

Following the introduction, the children were divided into groups by the exper-
imenters with the help of their regular teacher. Each session was conducted in a
round table arrangement with the children seated facing each other in order to fa-
cilitate easy communication during gameplay. For the same reason, the game was
played on laptop computers allowing the children to simultaneously perceive each
other as well as the game. To ensure minimum technical complications, the exper-
imenters facilitated the start of game for all groups. In the case of technological
failure for one player, an experimenter would restart the session if the game had
recently begun, but would allow the session to finish if the game was almost over,
before including the child again. The decision of whether to restart or let the ses-
sion play out was made on a case by case basis in order to ensure that all children
felt included throughout the study. During sessions, the experimenters interacted
with the children to handle questions about the game’s interface, functionality, and
rules, but otherwise attempted to have minimal influence on in-game proceedings,
avoiding giving the children any advice on which actions to take during gameplay.
In the case that children asked experimenters to intervene or arbitrate in any con-
flict, the experimenters would communicate that it was the childrens’ decision to
make. Apart from fulfilling this observational and supportive role, experimenters
were instructed to only intervene in the actual gameplay and mediate in the case
that a conflict escalated to an unacceptable level, for ethical reasons. This did not
prove necessary during the user study. At the end of the session, all children were
collectively thanked for their participation.

5 Conflict Rating Analysis

This section outlines the key findings of our analysis of the data. In particular,
we begin by describing our data processing process. Next, we present the result
of analysing the conflict ratings with respect to gameplay time and quest played
(section 5.2), and age and gender (section 5.3). We then proceed to examining the
relationship between conflict ratings and the TKI style of children (section 5.4) and
the impact of children’s cultural tendencies on their conflict ratings (section 5.5),
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and we conclude by investigating the effects of in-game actions to conflict ratings
(section 5.6).

5.1 Data Preprocessing

As mentioned in the previous section, the students’ profiles/TKI styles and reports
were separately collected. Since we were investigating the relationships between
conflict ratings and the student’ demographic data, each report was annotated with
the reporting student’s age, gender, TKI style, and cultural tendency. The TKI con-
flict resolution strategies and collectivist/individualist orientation values were com-
puted from the student’s responses to the questionnaire distributed before gameplay.

Due to a technical error in the logging system, the timestamps in the logs col-
lected during the first two days of the experiment were not available. As a result, of
the 2126 reports collected, 1523 reports lacked timestamp information, while only
the reports collected only the last day contained timestamps. As such, the number of
reports with timestamp information was reduced to 603. Worth noting is that these
603 reports all came from male students, which accounts for 50.9% of the male
population involved in our dataset.

5.2 Gameplay Time and Quest Played

Figure 5 shows the mean values of the 603 ratings (i.e., the reports containing time
information when the rating was recorded) including a 95% of error bar for each
minute of gameplay. The conflict levels that are reported during, for example, the
first minute of gameplay are averaged and shown at the 0 minute on the x axis.

Next, we examined whether there is a relationship between the conflict ratings
and the quests given to the students. Figure 6 shows the average of conflict ratings
submitted by students per quest, across all of the 2126 reports, as timestamps are
not necessary in this analysis. As the graph shows, students reported higher conflict
levels as the quest number increased with exception of Quest 2 which produced the
highest conflict level.

Analysis & Discussion: Averaging the conflict ratings across the minutes of
gameplay generates a graph which consists of 3 bell-shaped curves. Although in-
dividual variances exist, the width of a bell curve generally corresponds to the du-
ration of a single quest. This finding is consistent with the principles of Swanstrom
and Weissmann [27], suggesting that a conflict experience is expected to reveal a
bell shape in terms of conflict intensity (see Figure 3). Furthermore, an analysis on
the relationship between the reported conflict ratings and quests reveals that chil-
dren felt greater conflict as they received more difficult missions. Increased conflict
intensity in children is in agreement with the principle of our quest design; that is,
higher conflict is induced as the quests advance. It is notable that conflict intensity
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Fig. 5 The means of conflict ratings by minute with 95% standard error bars (number of reports
= 603). The x axis denotes the time of gameplay by minute and the y axis denotes the average of
conflict ratings which are measured on a scale from 0 – 10.

peaks at Quest 2, even though Quest 2 should have theoretically been one of the eas-
ier quests amongst the five quests. Given that Quest 2 is the first quest to introduce
trading between two players (see the quest description in Table 1), we hypothesise
that the high level of conflict was perceived as a result of the introduction of trading,
rather than the inherent difficulty of Quest 2.

5.3 Student Profile (Age and Gender)

A correlation analysis was carried out to test if the student’s profile (i.e. age and
gender) had an impact on her evaluation about a conflict situation. While all the
reports contained valid gender information (number of reports = 2126), some reports
lacked age information. For the analysis of the relationship between age and conflict
ratings, these reports were eliminated, which resulted in 2043 valid reports in total.

The analysis shows a statistically significant difference between genders as de-
termined by one-way ANOVA (F(1,2124) = 229.46, p = 0.00) (see Table 3). On
average, female students were shown to report higher conflict ratings than male
students (see Table 4). Moreover, we observe a significant difference between age
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groups as determined by one-way ANOVA (F(2,2040) = 115.01, p = 0.00) (see Ta-
ble 5). A post-hoc Tukey test showed that the conflict ratings reported by 11 year
old students were significantly lower than those reported by students in the other
two age groups at p = .000, as can be seen from Table 6.

Analysis & Discussion: Gender has been found to be a crucial factor affect-
ing perception and experience of conflict. In particular, girls reported significantly
higher conflict ratings than did boys. Statical analysis also revealed that children
of 11 years reported significantly lower ratings than children from the other two
groups (10 years and 12 years old). However, no clear pattern was found to explain
the relationship between perception of conflict and age.
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Fig. 6 Average conflict rating values over time (95% standard error bars are included) from all the
students (number of reports = 2126). The X axis denotes the quest number and the Y axis denotes
the average reported conflict rating across subjects.

Table 3 One-way ANOVA analysis on the conflict ratings by student’s gender.

Source D f SS MS F Sig.
Gender 1 2734.33 2734.33 229.46 0.0000
Residuals 2124 25310.20 11.92

Signif. codes: 0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’

Table 4 The mean value and standard deviation of conflict ratings reported by each gender group

Gender N Mean SD
Female 941 5.50 3.77
Male 1185 3.22 3.18
Total 2126 4.23 3.63
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Table 5 One-way ANOVA analysis on the conflict ratings by student’s age.

Source D f SS MS F Sig.
Age 2 2649.46 1324.73 115.01 0.0000
Residuals 2040 23496.85 11.52

Signif. codes: 0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’

Table 6 The mean value and standard deviation of conflict ratings for each age group.

Age N Mean SD
10 801 5.28 3.55
11 967 2.89 3.53
12 275 4.76 2.22
Total 2043 4.08 3.58

5.4 TKI style

We investigated whether the student’s TKI style was related to their perception of
conflict (reported via conflict ratings). We consider that the TKI category that has
the maximum value is being the dominant one. We eliminated data instances in
which more than one TKI style is dominant for each student resulting in 1049 data
samples. For example, we would disregard a data sample if the accommodation and
the collaboration indexes for a student are the highest among the five and both equal
to e.g. 10.

As shown in Table 7, the majority of the TKI styles found in the conflict ratings
fell under the the accommodation style (70.2% of the total report with a single dom-
inant TKI style). The number of subjects in the competition and the compromise
groups were marginal; and avoidance did not appear as a dominant style. Applying
one-way ANOVA on the groups we find significant differences in conflict ratings
among TKI style groups (F(3,1045) = 10.7, p = 0.000) (see Table 8). Since the
conflict ratings do not necessarily follow a normal distribution, we ran the Kruskal-
Wallis test which also showed that TKI style has a significant impact on the con-
flict ratings (H(3) = 40.0453, p-value = 1.042e-08). Moreover, a post-hoc Tukey
test showed that the conflict ratings reported by the students in the accommodation
group differed from those reported by the students in the competition group and
those in the collaboration group significantly at p < .01.

The conflict ratings reported by the students in the compromise group were not
significantly different from the other three groups, although some differences are
shown (see Figure 7).

Analysis & Discussion: The statistical analysis presented here shows that a stu-
dent’s self-evaluation of her conflict management style has an impact on her con-
flict ratings. It appears that the TKI style is linked to the student’s judgment about
a conflict situation in terms of intensity. The students in the accommodation and
compromise groups tended to give higher ratings; and the students in the compe-
tition group tended to give lower ratings. However, it is noted that there might be
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a discrepancy between the self-reported TKI style and the student’s real TKI style,
since the majority of the students’ responses to TKI questionnaire were evaluated as
either accommodative or collaborative categories (91.3% of all the valid reports).

5.5 Cultural Tendency

We also examined whether the student’s collectivism/individualism orientation was
related to their perception of conflict (reported via conflict ratings). We considered
the orientation with a higher value as being the dominant one. This resulted in us
eliminating the ratings associated with students for whom collectivist and individ-
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Fig. 7 The means of conflict ratings by the student’s dominant TKI style (number of reports =
1049).

Table 7 Means and SD of Conflict Ratings for TKI conflict style (Avoidant style is omitted because
it did not appear as a dominant style).

TKI style N (percentage) Mean SD

accommodation 736 (70.2%) 3.82 3.1
collaboration 221 (21.1%) 2.60 3.37
competition 41 (3.9%) 2.15 2.69
compromise 51 (4.9%) 3.71 4.51

Total 1049 3.49 3.27

Table 8 The result of One-way ANOVA analysis on the conflict ratings by TKI style.

Source D f SS MS F Sig.

Between 3 334 111.43 10.7 0.0000***
Within 1045 10881.91 10.41

Signif. codes: 0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’
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ualist index values were equal. This resulted in 1461 reports being available for
analysis.

Table 9 reveals that the majority of the students were oriented towards the indi-
vidualism orientation, and made up 87.2% of the total reports available. As shown
in Figure 8, there is a clear difference in conflict ratings between the two groups,
with students in the individualism group tending to give higher ratings than those in
the collectivism group. The two groups’ average reports are significantly different
(t = 11.94, df = 298.974, p = 0.000).

Analysis & Discussion: The statistical analysis indicates that a student’s self-
evaluation of her collectivist/individualist orientation has a significant impact on
her conflict ratings. The students in the individualist group appeared to rate conflict
situations significantly higher than the students in the collectivist group. It also ap-
pears that the students who were individualist tended to be more sensitive to conflict
situations, therefore giving them higher ratings.
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Fig. 8 The means of conflict ratings by the student’s dominant Collectivism/Individualism orien-
tation (number of reports = 1461).

Table 9 Means and SD of Conflict Ratings for Collectivist and Individualist style.

Orientation N (percentage) Mean SD

collectivist 188 (12.87%) 1.59 2.66
individualist 1273 (87.13%) 4.20 3.60

Total 1461 3.86 3.60
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Table 10 Game Features where t denotes the time that the log is recorded

Feature Type Symbol Description

Reported Features

C Conflict rating reported by the player at t
S The sum of all the player’s reports about social relationships

with the other players (where higher number denotes dislik-
ing)

EH The number of players who report being happy at t
ES The number of players who report being sad at t
EN The number of players who report being neutral at t
EA The number of players who report being angry at t

In-game Actions

GD The number of trade rejections featuring the player up to t
GR The number of incidents concerning spreading or receiving

rumors featuring the player up to t
GM The number of positive messages posted or received featur-

ing the player up to t
GS The number of thefts (stealing or being stolen from) featur-

ing the player up to t
GT The number of successful trades featuring the player up to t

5.6 In-game actions

We examined potential effects between reported conflict ratings and in-game be-
haviour, reported emotions, and social networks updates. Table 10 presents the fea-
tures recorded and extracted for investigation in our study.

While C represents a single student’s report only, the social judgment about the
other players (S) and emotion factors (EH , ES, EN , and EA) represent collective
states at the moment. S is the sum of all the player’s social judgments about the
others participating in the game. Therefore, the range of S is between 0 (when all the
players reports are highly positive) and 16 (when all the players reports are highly
negative). The emotion factors define the number of the players who reported being
in the particular emotion. For instance, if three players report that they are happy
and the fourth one reports that she is angry, EH is 3 and EA is 1 and the rest emotion
factors (EN , ES) are 0.

In addition to the features shown in the table, two complementary factors were
computed from the recorded in-game actions and used in the analysis: the detrimen-
tal factor (D) and the beneficial factor (B). The detrimental factor is the summation
of the counts of the harmful actions that the player was involved in either as the
giver or receiver (Equation 1). The harmful actions in this study include rejecting a
trade, spreading a rumour, and theft.

D = GD +GR +GS (1)

The beneficial factor (B) is the sum of the counts of the positive actions that the
student was involved in, such as posting a positive message, accepting a trade, or
being involved in altruistic gifting, either as giver or receiver (Equation 2).
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Table 11 The result of Pearson’s r analysis between reported conflict intensity, children’s reported
features and in-game actions (number of reports: 2126).

S D B EA EH EN ES
Social Detrimental Beneficial Angry Happy Neutral Sad

0.44*** 0.23*** –0.15*** 0.15*** 0.08*** –0.10*** 0.02

Significance notation: 0 ‘***’

B = GM +GT (2)

The correlation analysis between conflict ratings, in-game actions, and other re-
ported features reveals some noteworthy effects. As is evident from Table 11, in-
game harmful actions (D) beneficial actions (B) were, respectively, positively and
negatively correlated to conflict ratings. Self-reported anger (EA) and happiness
(EH ) were positively correlated whereas neutral feelings (EN) were negatively corre-
lated with conflict ratings. In particular, the positive association between happiness
and conflict escalation is noteworthy. Since the emotion factor is the summation of
all the players’ reports, we speculate that the happy emotion reported during conflict
escalation may represent the view of the player who is the giver of the action rather
than the view of the action’s receiver. Imagine that a high degree of conflict arises
as a result of a theft. While the victim of the theft may report an angry affective
state (i.e., EA = 1), the other student (i.e., the thief) may report happiness (i.e., EH
= 1). In this case, the conflict escalation is associated with both of the angry and
happy emotions. The children’s judgments (S) about other players in the game were
also found to be significantly (and positively) correlated with conflict ratings. There
was no significant relationship between the self-reported emotion of being sad and
conflict ratings.

Analysis & Discussion: Strong correlations between conflict ratings and in-
game actions and self-reported responses were found. Not surprisingly, negative
in-game actions tended to escalate conflict and positive in-game actions tended to
de-escalate conflict. The student’s own judgment about the other three players and
self-reported emotions were found to be direct indicators of conflict; negative judg-
ments about other players were correlated with conflict escalation. Likewise, the
angry affective state was also positively correlated with conflict escalation. Sur-
prisingly the happy affective state was also found to be positively correlated with
conflict escalation. This might have been linked to the student’s role as a giver or
receiver of the detrimental action.
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6 Discussion and Conclusions

In this paper, we present a multiplayer serious game Village Voices, which was de-
signed to support children between the ages of 9 – 12 in learning about conflict
resolution. Village Voices is informed by Bodine and Crawford’s conflict resolu-
tion problem-solving process [2], and thus focuses on equipping young people with
skills to address conflicts proactively and without the need for mediators, and to be
reflective about conflict experiences. As our intention in Village Voices was to cre-
ate situations of conflict for each player even though players would potentially have
different perceptions of conflict from each other regarding the same game event, we
set out to model conflict intensity in players during play. As such, we introduced a
method for capturing conflict and conflict dynamics within a group of players via
the use of serious games.

We then used the game and its available conflict quests to collect data from
32 children in Portugal each playing a number of quests in a 4-player setup in a
school setting. The data consisted of demographic information, conflict resolution
strategy profile information, cultural tendency, in-game behavioral data, self-reports
on conflict and affect during the game. A number of features were extracted from
the data and analysed in this paper. We revealed effects between conflict manage-
ment style, gender, cultural tendency, and conflict intensity reports. In particular,
significant effects were found among different TKI conflict resolution styles, col-
lectivist/individualist orientation, and gender. The students in the accommodation
and compromise groups gave higher ratings than the students in the competition
group. Girls tend to report higher conflict ratings than boys. The students who are
oriented towards individualist also tend to give higher conflict ratings while the
students oriented towards collectivist tend to give lower ratings. Finally, strong cor-
relations were found between in-game actions and conflict ratings; in particular, the
self-reported emotions and social relationships indicated the degree of conflict that
the students felt.

The study presented in this article is constrained by a number of limitations.
First, the curved pattern of conflict experience reflects only the responses collected
from the male students. A subsequent study is required to test whether a similar
pattern can be clearly found from girls’ reports. Second, a student’s TKI style was
judged by his own responses to a TKI questionnaire and not by an expert’s (e.g.
teacher’s responses), thus, our findings on TKI style and conflict ratings might be
undermined by this limitation. Third, the duration of each game session was lim-
ited to 15 minutes, which can sometimes be too short for meaningful conflicts to
occur, or for conflicts to occur between players with particular conflict management
styles. We therefore plan longer game sessions as an immediate future study to ex-
amine the impact of gameplay time in reported conflict. Finally, while self-reports
in rating format offer a potentially useful psychometrics tool for children of our
age group the study presented here treats ratings as values for a regression prob-
lem. We argue that doing so only provides an initial (and limited) perspective on
the conflict phenomenon as ratings should be naturally treated as ordinal values.
Several studies have already showed the clear benefits of rank-based questionnaires
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over rating-based questionnaires [33, 17] which suggest the transformation of rat-
ings into ordinal scales and the further processing of them via rank-based statistics
or non-linear preference learning models.

Obtained results show that the game can successfully elicit conflict situations
and that reported conflict ratings appear to follow a conflict escalation and con-
flict deescalation phase. While this is already an indication for the game’s capacity
in teaching conflict resolution, extensive studies across different countries within
school settings will be required to further validate the ability of the game to transfer
these skills to the real (non-digital) world. Such studies are currently running and
preliminary results already suggest that both the game and its personalization mech-
anisms (user modeling and scenario adaptation) [11, 6] offer an alternative, yet very
powerful, approach to social skill learning.
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